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Boyd Solution, p. A: Avery's book "The nonlinear optics of liquid crystals" and a review of the EO and third-
order effects in nematics are easy to find in Google Books. Boyd's book is rather frustrating because it doesn't
really tell you how to understand the limits of the effect. I suspect the best way to understand the limits is to
realize that third order effects can be described by equations in terms of the second order susceptibility sigma.
For example the Kerr effect is described by the sigma2. Depending on how a system is described it may be
possible to describe the sigma2 in terms of a second order susceptibility or you may be forced to deal with the
sigma2 directly. This approach is outlined in Cohen's book. The more interesting problem is that there are other
effects associated with nonlinear dielectric susceptibilities. For example, in nematic liquid crystals the EO effect
associated with sigma2 is at most a weak effect. The sigma4 associated with sigma2, namely the fourth order
susceptibility, is much stronger and can produce surprisingly large effects. It is possible to learn a lot about third
order effects by studying the EO effect associated with sigma4. The EO associated with sigma4 can be directly
related to the birefringence of the liquid crystal. If the sigma4 is large, the birefringence will be large too.
Conversely if the sigma4 is small, the birefringence will be small too. Q: Problems installing 10.10 on a Mac
(Getting an error and the.dmg file is corrupted) After install I am getting the following errors on several parts of
the OS. [Errno 21] Is a directory Error Error reading the file list An error occurred while downloading the update
The file or directory could not be opened, the system cannot find the path specified I tried to follow the
instructions on the download page but the installation keeps crashing before the step where you will have to
register your mac. I also tried converting the dmg file in a image like this: $ hdiutil convert "path to the.dmg"
"path to the image" but again it did not solve the problem. Any advice on how to solve this? A: Download, install
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